FLY IN & EXPO 2015
SLOVENIA
ŠENTVID PRI STIČNI
26 - 28 JUNE


SPECIAL GUESTS
MATEVŽ LENARČIČ
2 SOLO FLIGHTS AROUND THE WORLD

PIPISTREL
WITH TAURUS ELECTRO

ROTAX AND LYCOMING
MAINTENANCE LECTURES

VW OLDTIMER CLUB DOLENJSKE IN BELE KRAJINE
11TH INT. MEETING OF AIR COOLED VW VEHICLES

I FEEL SLOVENIA
40 YEARS
ROTAX AIRCRAFT ENGINES

2015

• 175,000 ENGINES PRODUCED
• 40,000 ENGINES IN OPERATION
• 45 MILLION TOTAL FLYING HOURS *
• 5 MILLION FLYING HOURS PER YEAR *

*of 4-stroke fleet

More information on: www.flyrotax.com
The event will be held from 26th to 28th June 2015. All important notices, announcements and guidelines in relation to the event will be available on www.lk-sentvid.com.

In case of bad weather the event will be rescheduled to: 3 to 5 July 2015.

A UNIQUE FLY-IN EVENT IN THE REGION
AN UNFORGETTABLE EXPERIENCE, GOOD TIMES WITH FRIENDS AND FAMILY

Fly-in:
Friday afternoon

Fly-out:
Sunday afternoon

Participants:
- Pilots
- Parachutists
- Modellers
- Clubs
- Flight schools
- Avio companies
- Enthusiasts
ACTIVITIES AT THE EVENT

Various social activities will be organized, aimed to please even those most demanding. In addition to that, you will be able to join some of the interesting sightseeing tours.

AVOID EXCESS BAGGAGE

Save space on the plane! Food and drink will be provided at affordable prices by the members of our aviation club. You will also be able to rent bicycles, tables, benches, barbecues, etc.

ACCOMMODATION AND CAMPING

All participants will have their own camping space available next to their aircraft. We will provide adequate tents for rent by prior arrangement.

Larger groups of participants (aviation clubs and companies, flight schools and similar) can pre-book larger camping areas with the possibility of hiring additional services.

Transport to the nearby hotels and hostels will be organized. During the night aircrafts and exhibition facilities will be under security.
CLUBS AND FLIGHT SCHOOLS

The event is an excellent opportunity for aviation clubs and flight schools to present their activities and aircrafts, exchange knowledge, share experience, have fun making new friends and broaden their circle of acquaintances.

The Fly-in will surely be an unforgettable experience for family members and friends who are not otherwise active participants in the aviation world. Families will be entitled to discounts for food, drinks and many other services.

PARTICIPATING COMPANIES

All sponsors of the event will be clearly exposed at visible locations.

At the EXPO grounds various dealers and manufacturers will present their products and services, with their own or rented exhibition infrastructure. Different sizes of exhibition areas will be available for rent, with the possibility of various upgrades.
OLDTIMERS
MODELLERS
FORMATION FLYING
PILOT COMPETITIONS
PARACHUTING PROGRAMME
TESTS OF PRACTICAL SKILLS
PRESENTATIONS OF CLUBS’ AIRCRAFTS
AN INTERNATIONAL EVENT

SLOVENIA, CROATIA, AUSTRIA, GERMANY, ITALY, HUNGARY, SERBIA, AND OTHER COUNTRIES

The main programme of the Fly-in event will be dedicated to aviation activities for each and every aviation enthusiast.

COMPARE YOUR SKILLS WITH OTHER COMPETITORS

Everyone can participate in competitions of various categories (precision landing, steep turn, short field take off, engine failure imitation, etc.). Prior application is requested.
Ljubljana is the capital of Slovenia and its political, scientific, economic and cultural centre. In Ljubljana the old meets the new in the most charming way.

The Ljubljana sightseeing tours will be organised on Saturday and Sunday. We will visit all major sights of the old town and you will be able to treat yourself to some of the traditional Slovenian dishes at lunchtime.

We will organize panoramic flights over Slovenia at affordable prices. Participants with their own aircrafts will be able to fly over the most attractive destinations of the region (guided tour).
3. **STIČNA MONASTERY**

The town of Stična is famous for its Cistercian monastery, which is the only of its kind in Slovenia. After visiting the monastery, we will indulge in delicious local cuisine and taste some exquisite Slovenian wine.

4. **OTOČEC CASTLE**

Otočec, a gem that is rising from the mist of the river Krka, is the only castle on river in the region. Its foundations were laid in the Middle Ages and today’s appearance was outlined in the Renaissance. Guided tour with lunch.

5. **THE SOURCE OF THE KRKA RIVER**

Due to some mild rapids and many smaller natural dams Krka is bound to guarantee pleasure for everyone, regardless of your level of experience. This adventure trip includes lunch.

6. **WINE CELLAR**

An afternoon excursion for all wine enthusiasts and gourmets. After visiting a local winery, participants will have the opportunity to try the Kranjska sausage and other local dishes.
In case of sufficient applications and nice weather a 2-day fly over Slovenia and Croatia with participants’ own aircrafts will be organized after the Fly-in event.

ALPE-ADRIA FLY PICNIC

SLOVENIAN PEARL & CROATIAN ISLANDS

On Monday morning we will fly out to the mountain airfield Bovec (LJBO), where we will have some refreshments and then spend an active morning in the nature (rafting, ZIP line). In the afternoon we will fly to Portorož (LJPZ), where we will pass the customs procedure and then proceed to the Vrsar airport (LDPV). In the morning we will visit a small local aviatric museum. Before noon we will fly towards the island of Lošinj (LDLO). After lunch we will continue to fly over the northern part of the island of Dugi Otok and in the meantime visit the islands of Cres, Rab and Krk.

The Alpe-Adria fly picnic will be completed in the afternoon with participants flying to selected departure airport.
PRIREDITVENI IN SEJEMSKI ŠOTORI
POROČNI IN VIP ŠOTORI
ODRI, PODESTI IN TRIBUNE
PAGODE IN PAVILJONI
SKLADIŠČNI ŠOTORI IN HALE
CATERING OPREMA

Petre d.o.o.
PE Vransko
Čeplje 51, 3305 Vransko
SLOVENIJA
www.petre.si

m: +386/ 41 865 875
t: +386/ 3 703 21 00
f: +386/ 3 703 21 04
e: info@petre.si

FLY-IN & EXPO 2015
The Šentvid pri Stični airfield is located in the centre of Slovenia, with easy access from all surrounding countries. We have a well-kept grass runway and all necessary airport infrastructures. From here you can reach the Adriatic Sea (IT, CRO) or climb high above the Alps (AU) in just half an hour. From Prekmurje you can reach Lake Balaton (HUN) in just a few minutes. From the airfield you have quick access to all nearby tourist destinations and Ljubljana, one of the most beautiful capitals in Europe.